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Saving Civilization from the 

“‘Green-Eyed’ Monster”: 

Emma Goldman and the Sex Reform 

Campaign against Jealousy, 1900–1930 

 

 
CARLA HUSTAK 

 

 

In 1912, sex radical and anarchist Emma Goldman warned that a “‘green-eyed’ 

monster” was overtaking homes, nations, workplaces, and even possessing the 

bodies of its victims. Goldman claimed that “the most prevalent evil of our mutilated 

love life is jealousy, often described as the ‘green-eyed’ monster who lies, cheats, 

betrays, and kills.”1 By 1912, Goldman had emigrated to the United States from 

Russia, immersed herself in anarchist politics, defied the law on numerous occasions, 

earned the epithet Red Emma, and become notorious for free love sexual mores.2 

Although a well-known figure within Greenwich Village among the white middle-class 

bohemian intelligentsia, Goldman also had a number of international ties to the sex 

reform movement. She visited British sex reformer Edward Carpenter’s utopian 

commune, corresponded with Bertrand Russell, and attended one of Freud’s early 

lectures in 1895.3 Much like Goldman’s international reputation, her warning of the 

“‘green-eyed’ monster” highlighted embodied political alliances among liberal 

capitalist nations. Goldman’s attention to jealousy drew on a transnational 

conversation among sex reformers that located early twentieth-century burgeoning 

American capitalism, patriarchy, and empire in a broader narrative of kinship among 

white liberal capitalist nations that was affectively inscribed on white middle-class 

bodies. Goldman’s diatribe on jealousy highlighted the production of a particular kind 

of emotional economy through the global circulation of bodies, sex, and capital. 

While Goldman has received considerable historical attention for her 

prevalent contributions to a period known for its labor militancy and radical sexual 

agenda advocating female sexual pleasure, less attention has been given to this 

period as a watershed in emotions history.4 Historians such as Lynn Hunt, Nicole 



Eustace, and Rachel Weil have shown how behavioral codes and the performance of 

emotions have been integral to questions of “rights,” status, social contract theory, 

and the formation of political communities.5 I want to draw attention to both the 

historical specificity of an early twentieth-century discourse on jealousy and how sex 

reformers’ critiques of the state also mobilized a politics of emotions that forged 

communal ties. 

Goldman’s speech on jealousy is an example of an important early twentieth-

century formation of an emotional economy. I situate Goldman’s speech within the 

wider milieu of transatlantic networks of white middle-class sex reformers who were 

particularly influential in redefining national and international problems as problems 

of how social and political institutions shaped the emotional bodies of citizens. I use 

the term emotional economy to highlight currencies, exchanges, circulation, and 

specific concentrations of energies that early twentieth-century sex reformers 

identified with the manifestation of particular kinds of emotions. My focus on an 

emotional economy emphasizes the malleability and mutual shaping of bodies, 

political institutions, social bonds, and nations as they are materialized and ordered 

by emotional attachments. I argue that sex reformers’ campaigns highlighted an 

emotional economy where whiteness, reproductive bodies, middle-class status, and 

heterosexuality were experienced as felt relations of power, drawing together 

nations as genealogical and mobile entities materialized in citizen bodies. As sex 

reformers mounted a critique of dominant sexual and economic norms, their 

transatlantic campaigns for liberating sexual instincts remained tightly wedded to 

assumptions of similarly constituted white middle-class bodies shaped over time by 

their shared Anglo-Saxon histories. What is important to note about this critique is 

that sex reformers reconfigured international relations at the level of flows of 

energies, desires, and the production of emotions, which brought sex reformers in 

Britain and the United States into particularly close relations at the site of concerns 

over the affective condition of white middle-class bodies.6 

My aim here is to explore the specific case of jealousy in leftist critiques of 

capitalism and patriarchy, which devoted particular attention to white middle-class 

emotional attachments to property, the bourgeois family, and professional work. 

Rather than focus on what Matthew Frye Jacobson has shown as the racial and 

political Anglo-Saxon subjectivity of self-governance, I focus on sex reformers’ 

critiques of white Anglo-Saxon political subjectivity as a jealousy-based emotional 

economy.7 I want to draw attention to sex reformers’ campaigns against jealousy as a 

harmful distribution of energies. For example, sex reformers contended that 

patriarchal control was marked by the direction of energies into the sexual 

possession of wives and the ownership of children. For sex reformers, this 

distribution of energies was closely linked to economic relations in the form of the 

sexual exhaustion of professional husbands who looked to fulfill their roles as 

breadwinners while focused on enriching their own families without concern for the 

welfare of other families. In the case of imperial power, sex reformers suggested 



wars were effects of investing energies in the protection of territorial possessions. To 

this extent, sex reformers shaped an emotional narrative of fluctuating and 

contested national boundaries that stretched, bent, and shaded into each other in 

the movement of people and commodities. 

My argument builds on and reframes historiographies of sexuality, 

colonialism, and emotions. Most importantly, I take the prevalent mention of 

jealousy in transatlantic sex reform networks as an opportunity for analyzing the sex 

reform movement as a politics of emotions. Instead of focusing on sex per se, I 

explore what an emotional lens like jealousy contributed to sex reformers’ 

campaigns to exalt the importance of sexual instincts to upholding “civilization.” I 

suggest that the lens of emotion, particularly jealousy, introduces an important 

complexity into the traditional picture of the history of early twentieth-century sex 

reform and social movements.8 Secondly, my work builds on Ann Laura Stoler’s 

insights into emotions as more than the “fluff of history.”9 My specific focus on 

Goldman’s critique of jealousy as the emotional character of a capitalist and 

patriarchal social order builds on recent feminist analyses of the place of love, joy, 

intimacy, and feeling in Goldman’s anarchist politics and philosophy.10 I suggest here 

that an emotional lens provides new insights into how bodies are governed in ways 

that exceed, complicate, and introduce tensions into discerning national boundaries. 

Thirdly, Peter Stearns’s cultural history of jealousy has pointed to a widespread 

disapproval of jealousy in the early twentieth century among the middle class.11 

However, I want to refine this lens by specifically addressing what jealousy meant for 

the intermeshed personal and political struggles of sex reformers who were torn 

between ethical and political beliefs in relinquishing impulses toward possessiveness, 

ownership, and control over bodies and things in marriage and wider economic 

relations. My contribution here is more than simply linking together these 

historiographies but introducing emotions as an important analytical lens for 

understanding early twentieth-century Anglo-transatlantic sex reform politics. In 

doing so, I look to what the sex reform movement contributed to reconceptualizing 

international politics as an emotional economy where jealousy was a particular effect 

of how families, intimacy, work, and resources were organized. By exploring sex 

reformers’ bohemian living experiments and their engagement with capitalism, I 

show how they tightly bound British and American citizenship in similar traditions of 

sexual morality and liberal capitalism that affectively inscribed the valued citizen of 

white middle-class professional status. 

 

Varietism in the Village or Intimate Possessions in the Home? 

Whether in New York City’s Greenwich Village or in London’s Bloomsbury, sex 

reformers engaged in marriage experiments of bohemian living. Despite being 

located on different sides of the Atlantic, sex reformers drew these two metropolitan 

communities together as sites of a shared set of ethics and struggles in battling the 



“‘green-eyed’ monster.”12 This monster often surfaced in the midst of efforts to 

establish a new marital ethic of non-possessiveness, non-monogamy, and more 

egalitarian sexual and economic relations. Although far from a mainstream practice, 

sex reformers who experimented with non-monogamous marriages are important 

from the perspective of the salience of an anti-jealousy ethic. As Lesley Hall has noted 

about the British Society for the Study of Sex Psychology, these individuals are worth 

studying due to their disproportionate influence as white middle-class intellectuals at 

the forefront of reshaping sexual norms.13 While not all sex reformers undertook 

such experiments, questioning monogamy or the viability of the institution of 

marriage operated as a normative value within sex reform networks. More 

importantly, sex reformers themselves suggested that these marital experiments 

marked their superiority insofar as they were far more enlightened than a 

mainstream population, which may need monogamous marriage until they evolved 

to this form of marriage.14 

On both sides of the Atlantic, a cooperative intellectual network took shape as 

sex reformers turned monogamy into a site for critical discussion, practice, and 

reform. Many sex reformers attacked monogamy on the ethical ground that it 

produced jealous men and women. For sex reformers, jealousy was problematic 

because it impeded the affirmation of sexual desires by binding partners to an ethic 

of fidelity, which, according to H. G. Wells, turned marriage into an institution based 

on jealousy rather than love.15 In the United States, there was a series of debates 

over the institution of marriage that brought British and American sex reformers into 

the same spaces of intellectual discussion as part of a sex reform circuit. Judge Ben 

Lindsey of Denver, Colorado, was popular for his work on companionate marriage, 

which criticized marriage conventions for exalting jealousy.16 According to Lindsey, 

“at the very heart of this ‘Christian,’ but often very un-Christian like, civilization of 

ours, we place this ugly thing, this mother of lies and abomination on a throne beside 

the domestic hearth, and in so doing we exalt selfishness, exclusiveness, fear, 

suspicion, and raw egotism in the home to the position of cardinal domestic 

virtues.”17 Lindsey situated his own claims as a pivotal moment of change in that 

“adultery is ancient, of course; but this tendency to debate what has hitherto been 

debateable is new” (59). 

British sex reformer, mathematician, and philosopher Bertrand Russell visited 

the United States a number of times to debate these questions. Writing to his wife 

and fellow sex reformer, Dora Russell, Bertrand claimed, “I never heard about your 

speech on marriages to Maude Royden’s people. I hear there was a lot about it (very 

laudatory) in the American papers, but I missed it. Tomorrow I speak on 

Companionate Marriage here in New York City, and on Dec. 8 I debate it in Boston 

with a Presbyterian Minister.”18 Russell’s debates and lectures on marriage also 

brought him into contact with Judge Lindsey. He wrote to Dora, “I shall be 

entertained by Judge Lindsey. From here I go South. So far as I have been able to 

discover, people don’t much mind my book on marriage + morals.”19 In fact, both 



Bertrand Russell’s Marriage and Morals and Dora Russell’s The Right to Be Happy 

circulated within the United States and became popular works for criticizing fidelity 

as an ethic that turned marriage into an institution based on jealousy rather than 

love.20 

Aside from the actual physical presence of British and American sex 

reformers, edited collections brought the writings of white middle-class sex 

reformers into the same intellectual space. American “sex boys” V. F. Calverton and 

Samuel Schmalhausen undertook collaborative works that privileged the work of 

American and British sex reformers.21 In fact, famous British sexologist Havelock Ellis 

wrote the introduction to one of Schmalhausen and Calverton’s collections entitled 

Sex in Civilization.22 In Sex in Civilization, American sex reformer J. William Lloyd’s 

essay on “Sex Jealousy and Civilization” argued that the conventions of marriage 

ultimately treated women as sexual commodities “to be bred like a domestic animal, 

captured like booty, purchased as a chattel, bestowed as a gift, treated as a slave.”23 

This, however, extended far beyond just the realm of the home as jealousy amounted 

to a way of navigating the world. Lloyd maintained that “a man who will selfishly take 

and jealously defend rights over a woman’s sex, which are no rights, will selfishly take 

and jealously defend all the legal privileges he can get over his neighbour and his 

nation’s right to unequal advantage over other nations” (235). In another edited 

collection, entitled Divorce as I See It, British and American intellectuals such as 

Bertrand Russell, H. G. Wells, and American novelist Theodore Dreiser collaborated 

on the question of possession, fidelity, and marriage. What Wells called “jealousy-

marriage” he criticized for its “sexual monopolization,” citing the specific example of 

New York State’s divorce law where adultery served as the only ground for divorce.24 

For Wells, like other sex reformers, this was not simply a problem confined to a 

specific nation or state but amounted to “a disagreeable aspect of a larger and still 

more disagreeable fact, the hard, rigid, irrational exaggeration of marriage in the 

modern community” (30). Wells’s own extramarital lover, journalist Rebecca West, 

also wrote in this collection on how “Divorce Is a Necessity,” explaining that the 

institution of marriage supported man’s “natural jealousy” whereby a double 

standard occurred that made women particularly vulnerable to sexual exploitation, 

specifically where the wife was reliant on the economic provision of the husband.25 

These feminist critiques intertwined jealousy, marriage, sexual morality, and 

economics as manifestations of male domination over women’s bodies. In other 

words, sex reformers suggested that jealousy was essentially the emotional product 

of such social and political ways of ordering and defining men and women. 

In the realm of sex reformers’ marriage experiments, their critiques of 

marriage were embodied in the tensions they experienced as the inconsistency or 

hypocrisy between feeling jealousy and their commitment to a feminist and socialist 

commitment to non-possessiveness. Emma Goldman’s relationship with her tour 

manager, Ben Reitman, exemplifies this embodiment of the transatlantic discursive 

connections between sex reformers.26 Goldman initially experimented with 



nonexclusive sexual relations with Alexander Berkman, whom she called Sasha. 

Berkman and Goldman agreed that anarchist principles took the form of 

nonexclusivity in sexual relations whereby claims to property over the wife, 

household, and family were relinquished in the dual commitment to the economic 

and sexual rights of both men and women. This also amounted to overturning a 

bourgeois sexual morality that presumed an economically self-sufficient male 

breadwinner who turned his wife into a sexual and decorative possession. 

Goldman and Reitman’s relationship highlights the joint struggles over 

jealousy that, they believed, dammed the flow of energies by erecting barriers to 

sharing possessions in the forms of free love and communal ownership. Goldman’s 

letters to Reitman mark the overwhelming physiological experience of attempts to 

overturn bourgeois sexual morality. At a time when feminists began to argue against 

the dominant trope of the passionless white middle-class woman, Goldman wrote to 

Reitman, “when I think of last night, our beautiful compartment all to ourselves. It 

seemed all aglow with love and passion and ecstasy.”27 In another letter, Goldman 

used explicitly sexual references to convey her longing for Ben, encouraging him to 

“rest and dream of your mamie and the lonely treasure box and your mountains of 

joy.”28 To communicate the intensity of her feelings, Goldman drew on the racialized 

and evolutionary figure of the “primitive,” referring to “the madness of a wild, 

barbarian primitive love.”29 Goldman situated “primitive love” as a counterforce to 

civilization, which was aligned with the advent of private property and bourgeois 

forms of marriage. 

Goldman and Reitman’s efforts to develop a relationship fully consistent with 

anarchist ethics of free love and communal ownership uneasily contended with the 

specter of jealousy. While Goldman chastised Reitman for womanizing, she was 

careful to insist that “it is not jealousy, it’s only a terrible savage craving to give you 

everything to receive everything from you, that is all.”30 Reitman also seemed to 

uncomfortably identify and then deny jealous feelings as profoundly inconsistent 

with the demands of ethical political beliefs within his Greenwich Village milieu. 

Reitman wrote to Goldman that he had “little sense of possession but I want to own 

all for myself.”31 The double standard that interlocked patriarchy with capitalist 

investments in property also emerged when Reitman confessed that “I am satisfied 

of one thing when you desire to become intimate with men. I do not want to know it 

I cannot stand it. I see that you have every moral and physical right to it and it is only 

what I have done.”32 Goldman and Reitman struggled to keep the “‘green-eyed’ 

monster” at bay as part of the new normative constraints being created in the radical 

political milieu of the sex reform movement. 

Goldman and Reitman’s struggles with jealousy were part of a broader 

phenomenon occurring among white middle-class intellectuals within Greenwich 

Village who had come to criticize how they had been shaped by both the Victorian 

sexual moral and economic codes of their parents. In Greenwich Village, a number of 

white middle-class intellectuals engaged in both socialist and feminist movements 



also experimented with what was then called “varietism,” a term for a variety of 

sexual partners in pursuing love, sexual pleasure, and affirming instincts.33 These 

couples included editor of The Masses Max Eastman and socialist Ida Rauh, poet Edna 

St. Vincent Millay and novelist Floyd Dell, wealthy Buffalo heiress and salonnière 

Mabel Dodge and artist Maurice Sterne, and writers Hutchins Hapgood and Neith 

Boyce. Hutchins Hapgood, a journalist and friend of Goldman, described marriage 

experiments in Greenwich Village as a painful test of manhood whereby “the woman 

was in full possession of what the man used to regard as his ‘rights,’ and the men, 

even the most advanced of them, suffered from the woman’s full assumption of his 

old privileges.”34 Hapgood and wife Neith Boyce, in fact, also tried what was then 

called “varietist” marriage. Perhaps Hapgood was thinking of his own battles with 

Boyce, when he wrote of the “Jealous Wife.” Hapgood situated the early twentieth-

century strides of feminism in terms of how this would undermine jealousy within 

marriage. He argued that “women are predestined to touch life on so many points, to 

work with so many men, to care for so greatly enlarged a family of children, namely 

the children of the community, that they will cease to have so exclusive so isolated, 

so purely personal and possessive relation to one poor, weak, individual man.”35 In 

doing so, Hapgood drew on what had become a socialist argument within sex reform 

networks for redefining the family and the home as extending to the broader care 

and mothering of the state or a wider community of children. In other words, 

Hapgood engaged in social movements that not only were defined as reordering 

relations between bodies but also tended to an emotional economy whereby the 

way the home, work, and government were organized could transform the 

prevalence of jealousy in the world toward love. 

Sex reformers’ collaborative efforts to reform marriage were not just a matter 

of changing institutional arrangements or establishing new normative practices. 

These also entailed redefining how bodies were taught to feel by normative 

institutions and the values that sex reformers identified as similar impositions on 

white middle-class bodies in Britain and the United States. Although British sex 

reformers noted a distinctive manifestation of American capitalism as more rapid and 

uncontrollable alongside a more puritanical legal and moral code, they suggested the 

struggles of a declining white birthrate, the “civilized” disease of neurasthenia, and 

the psychological harm incurred from white middle-class sexual morality united white 

middle-class bodies across the Atlantic.36 More importantly, these similar bourgeois 

values carried the implication that the “‘green-eyed’ monster” was far from confined 

to Greenwich Village. These similar institutions of marriage, sexual mores, and 

capitalist regimes of production and consumerism circulated jealousy inasmuch as 

they were produced by it. Sex reformers engaged in feminist and socialist 

movements that were international in scope also situated the emotional bodies 

produced by capitalism and patriarchy within international circuits of white middle-

class mobility and experience. 



British and American sex reformers allied in their battles against a “‘green-

eyed’ monster” that could not be confined to national boundaries as it symbiotically 

engaged with bourgeois social and political institutions. Among British sex reformers, 

there were struggles with jealousy that simultaneously occurred and resonated with 

those of Goldman, the Hapgoods, and other Greenwich Villagers. British sex reformer 

and socialist Edward Carpenter’s works became required reading for a number of sex 

reformers in both the United States and Britain as he rose to the stature of a prophet 

of sex reform.37 In fact, in 1925, Emma Goldman visited Carpenter at his bohemian 

commune, which had moved to Mountside (427). Carpenter’s commune was famous 

as his creation of a domestic space for homosexual relations, allowing him to pursue 

his attraction to rugged working-class men like long-term companion George Merrill 

at a time when homosexuality was condemned as crime and pathology. Historian 

Terence Kissack has devoted particular attention to Goldman’s connections to 

Carpenter in the context of American anarchists’ politics of homosexuality as the 

liberation of desires.38 

While Edward Carpenter became known for his attention to homosexual love, 

his celebrated work on Love’s Coming-of-Age devoted considerable attention to love 

in the context of the need for reforming heterosexual marriage. Despite Carpenter’s 

fame as an advocate for “homogenic love,” he was reticent on the subject of 

homosexual sex and emphasized love over physical contact in contrast to 

encouraging heterosexual husbands and wives to affirm their sexual desires. 

Although Carpenter’s homosexual relationships also abided by an anti-jealousy ethic 

that allowed for nonexclusive sexual relations, Carpenter framed connections 

between sex and emotion in very different ways when discussing heterosexual and 

homosexual love. Carpenter’s critique of bourgeois marriage foregrounded sex as 

“the allegory of Love in the physical world,” which gave it “immense power.”39 By 

contrast, Carpenter maintained that Uranians or “the Intermediate race” were 

“purely emotional in their character” (123, 126). This contrast marks the tensions of 

Carpenter’s politics of emotions in relationship to sexual moralities. Goldman herself 

seems to have shared this ambivalence. While Goldman passionately defended Oscar 

Wilde and lectured on homosexuality, she expressed shock and dismay when she 

discovered that Austrian homosexual rights advocate Magnus Hirschfeld placed Paris 

Communard Louise Michel among his “collection of homosexuals.” Goldman claimed 

to be “anxious that Louise Michel should be saved the unfounded charge of Homo-

sexuality.”40 

Carpenter’s Love’s Coming-of-Age, first published in 1896, denounced 

“bourgeois marriage,” which he also equated with “modern Monogamic Marriage” 

as “forcibly stiffened and contracted by private jealousy and public censorship.”41 In 

Carpenter’s work, he advocated “variety of love,” which would allow “for married 

people to have intimacies with outsiders, and yet to continue perfectly true to each 

other” (105). Carpenter juxtaposed this “variety of love” against the current norms of 

marriage whereby “the narrow physical passion of jealousy, the petty sense of 



private property in another person, social opinion, and legal enactments, have all 

converged to choke and suffocate wedded love in egoism, lust, and meanness” (104). 

Carpenter described the manifestation of jealousy in terms of a blockage, barriers, or 

the isolation of sexual feelings that would remain concentrated between the married 

couple, which “suddenly cuts them off from the world, not only precluding the two 

from sexual, but even from any openly affectional relations with outsiders, and 

corroborating the selfish sense of monopoly which each has in the other” (104). In 

other words, Carpenter suggested that, paradoxically, prevailing marital conventions 

of fidelity produced jealousy as a capitalist and patriarchal expression of the male 

assertion of sexual property and economic security and the woman’s complicity in 

taking the role of an ornament. These problems of jealousy, however, were by no 

means specific to Britain but flourished as the “conditions of high civilisation” among 

the middle and upper classes where there existed “an overfed masculinity in the 

males and a nervous and hysterical tendency in the females” (78–79). What 

Carpenter attacked as the problem of jealousy bound to bourgeois sexual and 

economic codes circulated as an emotional economy mapped by the movement, 

location, and activities of white middle-class and “English-speaking” bodies shaped 

by their similar experiences of such institutions (28). 

For a number of British sex reformers, Greenwich Villagers’ bohemian 

experiments bore an affinity to London’s Bloomsbury. British sex reformer and 

novelist Naomi Mitchison wrote to Greenwich Villager Mabel Dodge expressing the 

uncanny resemblance between Bloomsbury and the Village as venues of radical 

sexual politics.42 As Katie Roiphe has shown, the practice of “varietist” marriage was 

relatively widespread among the British Bloomsbury white middle-class 

intelligentsia.43 British sex reformers who gravitated to London for work and social 

and family life invoked similar claims on the need to eradicate jealousy through a new 

practice of non-monogamous marriage. Harriet Ward, the daughter of Dora Russell 

and Greenwich Village journalist Griffin Barry, has pointed out her own personal 

connection in the transatlantic crossings of the sex reform movement.44 

Dora and Bertrand Russell’s marriage and their connections to American sex 

reformers exemplify the transatlantic efforts to reshape the emotional economy that 

brought sex reformers on both sides of the Atlantic into shared struggles with the 

“‘green-eyed’ monster.” Although sex reformers Dora and Bertrand Russell lived in 

Chelsea, they frequented Bloomsbury, associating with prominent Bloomsbury Group 

members such as Leonard and Virginia Woolf, John Maynard Keynes, and Ottoline 

Morrell. During Bertrand Russell’s trips to the United States, he often wrote to Dora 

of their own efforts to embrace sexual freedom within their marriage by allowing 

each other to freely pursue sexual desires and relations outside of the marital bond. 

Initially, Bertrand confidently told Dora that “altogether when people are as secure in 

each other’s love as you + I are, jealousy is impossible.”45 However, this situation 

soon strained the marriage when, in November of 1927, Bertrand tried to explain his 

affection for his lover Alice. He told Dora that “I am happy with her [Alice], although I 



don’t love her as I love you; but jealousy + inferiority-complex keep me from being 

happy with you.” He confessed that “I struggle hard to keep jealousy under but it 

isn’t easy.”46 Much like Goldman and Reitman, sex reformers Dora and Bertrand 

Russell felt jealousy as a bodily disturbance as these feelings pointed to an unsettling 

tension between feeling, ethics, and political beliefs. These efforts to keep the 

“‘green-eyed’ monster” at bay highlights the emergence of new normative 

constraints as sex reformers attempted to embrace sexual freedom to overcome 

existing sexual taboos. 

While Dora and Bertrand Russell’s relationship provides one example of 

simultaneous struggles with jealousy in both Greenwich Village and Bloomsbury, their 

ideas also had a more direct transatlantic connection in the popularity of their works 

in the United States. In both Dora Russell’s 1927 publication The Right to Be Happy and 

Bertrand Russell’s 1929 work on Marriage and Morals, they attacked existing sexual 

morality and marriage for impeding sexual fulfillment and love. Dora Russell 

advocated “temporary sex partnerships,” which would lead to “fewer lonely, hard, 

and envious men and women, less anger and jealousy more generosity and love.”47 In 

Marriage and Morals, Bertrand Russell blamed both jealousy and sexual fatigue for 

the puritanical morality that produced a horror of sex.48 He argued, however, that 

such puritanism was much more prevalent in the United States where “sex relations 

as a dignified, rational wholehearted activity in which the complete personality 

cooperates, do not often, I think, occur in America outside of marriage” (158). In 

another work, The Conquest of Happiness, Bertrand Russell praised American judge 

Ben Lindsey for his views on companionate marriage while going on to point to a 

mutual interest between Britain and the United States.49 This mutual investment 

appeared in Russell’s contention that “instinctive happiness” appeared to be rare in 

the English-speaking world.50 According to Russell, “civilization in this respect seems 

to have gone astray,” and “if the white races are to survive, that parenthood should 

again become capable of yielding happiness to parents” (93, 196). For the most part, 

British and American sex reformers’ attacks on jealousy were grounded in the milieu 

of what they understood as the problems of “civilized” white middle-class sexual 

morality. By identifying jealousy as a problem in the ordering of the world, sex 

reformers essentially highlighted how white middle-class men and women, 

particularly in the English-speaking world, had been harmed by their conformity to 

Victorian sexual and capitalist values. 

In their critiques of a world governed by an emotional economy where 

jealousy rather than love predominated, sex reformers identified a kinship among 

white middle-class Anglo bodies along the lines of their affective constitution. In 

particular, both American and British sex reformers identified a specific way that 

sexual energies circulated in white middle-class bodies that had conformed to sexual 

and capitalist social values. In other words, white middle-class bodies, which were 

complicit in conforming to the circulation and investment in jealousy, were defined 

by a particular energetic makeup. Dora Russell lamented the “age-long neglect of the 



roots of primitive feeling.”51 However, in doing so, she situated her advocacy for 

sexual freedom within the context of dominant white middle-class educated morality 

whereby “the struggle for reform was left to economics, to rationalism, and to a thin 

and watery humanitarianism. All this is part of the price we have paid for the 

leadership of ascetics and puritans” (80). Bertrand Russell also pointed to the 

damaging effects on white middle-class bodies that affectively internalized 

hegemonic sexual and economic codes. According to Bertrand Russell, “vigorous 

men of later periods have had to do their best to live up to an outlook on life 

belonging to diseased, weary, and disillusioned men who had lost all sense of 

biological values.”52 Although Bertrand Russell used the specific example of the 

American businessman who renounced such biological values by abandoning 

instinctive pleasure for moneymaking, he more broadly defined this as a problem of 

“the most civilized races” and “the pattern for the white man everywhere.”53 Across 

the Atlantic in Greenwich Village, Hutchins Hapgood voiced similar concerns about 

the failure of white middle-class husbands to cultivate the art of love due to the 

pressures, fatigue, and loss of sexual energies incurred in white middle-class 

professional life. In an article on “Husbands and Wives,” Hapgood maintained that 

“breadwinners are not enough for highly developed women, who need real 

attention. Many women are bored with their husbands simply because their 

husbands stick too closely to their jobs, and don’t work enough over marriage, don’t 

try to make marriage extend itself into social and esthetic enjoyment, thereby 

becoming richer, and more deeply pleasurable.”54 Like Bertrand Russell, Hapgood 

identified this problem of emotional and instinctive expression with a particular racial 

character that united Anglo-Saxons at the site of a common energetic constitution of 

sexual fatigue aligned with an emotional economy that was fueled by and produced 

jealousy. At a time of high levels of Southern and Eastern European immigration, 

Hapgood contrasted the Italian character with the Anglo-Saxon, maintaining that 

“they are emotional about ideas as such, warm about abstractions, a feeling 

relatively rare with Anglo-Saxons.”55 Reporting on an interview with Felix Adler of the 

Ethical Culture Society, Hapgood also emphasized Adler’s view that Anglo-Saxons, 

unlike Gallic/Latin/French feeling, failed to “indulge their personal tendencies.”56 

The rise of the genre of sex manuals in the early twentieth century addressed 

this popular concern of the lack of sexual fulfillment among white middle-class 

couples as American birth controller Margaret Sanger and British birth controller 

Marie Stopes wrote works pitched at the white middle class to teach them to 

cultivate what was being called “the art of love.” Both Sanger’s and Stopes’s works 

circulated in the United States and Britain, propagating love as a different kind of 

emotional economy that could allow for the free flow of sexual energies. As such, 

these works also implicitly attacked jealousy at the level of white middle-class men’s 

investment in asserting sexual ownership over women by proclaiming such 

ownership through their own sexual gratification and holding wives to an unrealistic 

standard of chastity. Both Sanger and Stopes were also implicated in the “varietist” 



trend of reshaping marriage. Margaret Sanger lived in a “varietist” marriage with 

William Sanger in Greenwich Village.57 Marie Stopes later came to an agreement with 

Humphrey Verdon-Roe to pursue extramarital affairs.58 Like Russell and Hapgood, 

Stopes situated her advocacy of sexual fulfilment as a project for “civilized countries” 

where “the profound primitive knowledge of the needs of both sexes have been 

lost.”59 Her detailed instructions on how husbands and wives could cultivate sexual 

pleasure were specifically aimed at “the great majority of people in the English 

speaking countries [who] have no glimmering of knowledge of the supreme human 

art, the ‘Art of Love’” (18). 

From the circulation of sex manuals to the practice of “varietist” marriage 

experiments, sex reformers contributed to shaping an emotional traffic among white 

middle-class bodies joined in similar ethical, political, and familial projects. This 

emotional traffic, however, not only bound white middle-class bodies across national 

boundaries in their specific uses of energies and instincts but also joined these bodies 

in a reproductive alliance for white racial survival. Dorothy Roberts’s Killing the Black 

Body and Matthew Connelly’s Fatal Misconception emphasize the racial politics of the 

birth control movement, its connections to eugenics, and worldwide population 

control movements.60 What I want to stress here are the hitherto neglected 

emotional dimensions of the racial logic of sexual politics. When sex reformers 

denounced jealousy for contributing to damming the flow of sexual energies, 

whether by stifling such energies in one partner or by draining such energies through 

the pursuit of property, they located jealousy as a force contributing to what they 

regarded as a worrisome declining white birthrate, the suppression of sexual 

energies, and the fecundity of so-called “unfit” populations.61 

Although many historians have pointed out the eugenic legacy of American 

birth control leader Margaret Sanger, less attention has been paid to how Emma 

Goldman’s sexual politics were implicated in early twentieth-century feminist 

arguments for birth control as scientific motherhood.62 In an interview on what 

anarchy promised for women, Goldman claimed that “very few mothers know how 

to take proper care of their children, anyway. It is a science only a very few have 

learned.” This interview, which appeared in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, depicted 

Goldman herself as an Anglo-Saxon racial type by describing her “Teutonic type” 

nose, blue eyes, “complexion clear and white,” and “her whole type . . . more 

German than Russian.”63 On the one hand, early twentieth-century birth controllers 

encouraged white middle-class women to indulge in sexual pleasure while, on the 

other hand, they suggested that for the lower and so-called “unfit” classes the 

problem was not one of desire but of too many births. Goldman and Sanger had 

much in common as trained nurses who grounded their early calls for birth control in 

eyewitness claims to the poverty, misery, and indiscriminate breeding of poor, 

immigrant, and typically nonwhite families.64 Goldman’s correspondence with Sanger 

reveals her support for Sanger’s views on birth control, particularly in Goldman’s 

distribution of Sanger’s Woman Rebel on her lecture tours across the United States.65 



Goldman’s views on birth control also had much in common with Sanger. 

Writing to Sanger in 1914, Goldman expressed support for neo-Malthusian leagues, 

which became prominent in England and France among intellectuals concerned over 

the racial distribution of population levels.66 In 1913, Goldman’s article on “Victims of 

Morality” appeared in an issue of her periodical Mother Earth, which called for a 

transformation toward a “race-conscious” mother as a “race-builder.”67 This free 

motherhood, however, had a specific socioeconomic and racial grounding of love. 

Goldman joined specific emotional and sexual dilemmas of morality to particular 

kinds of women. According to Goldman, morality condemned “women to the 

position of celibate, a prostitute, or a reckless breeder of hapless children.”68 

Goldman’s concern with affirming sexual instincts largely turned on the figure of the 

celibate as the middle-class girl who needed a “more normal expression of their 

physical instincts.” According to Goldman, these girls suffered from “a gray-grown 

Morality,” which “applies even with greater force to the masses of professional 

middle-class girls.”69 While Goldman highlighted “the modern woman” as “race-

conscious,” this held different meanings for professional middle-class and working-

class mothers. 

Perhaps surprising on the part of an anarchist and labor militant, Goldman, 

like many eugenicists and birth controllers, emphasized the drain of births on state 

resources, highlighting how “they fill the factories, the reformatories, the homes for 

feeble-minded, the prisons, the insane asylums.”70 Appearing before a court on April 

20, 1916, Goldman framed her defense for birth control in the classic eugenicist claims 

of quality over quantity. She told the judge, her aims are to inform women “by what 

means to bring children who are of quality to the race, instead of quantity into the 

world.”71 Emma Goldman, in fact, aligned eugenic motherhood with love, which 

characterized the future healthy mother in white middle-class terms. According to 

Goldman, “Woman no longer wants to be a party to the production of a race of 

sickly, feeble, decrepit, wretched human beings who have neither the strength nor 

moral courage to throw off the yoke of poverty and slavery. Instead she desires 

fewer and better children, begotten and reared in love and through free choice; not 

by compulsion, as marriage imposes.”72 This eugenic dimension of Goldman’s views 

of a race-conscious motherhood adds a level of complexity to what Lori Jo Marso and 

Heather Ostman have shown as the feminist tension in Goldman’s work of affirming a 

feminine sexual instinct while seeking to free women from normative constraints of 

gender.73 The place of eugenics in Goldman’s politics highlights tensions in both her 

economic and sexual analyses of power, which sought justice for lower classes and 

women. 

Goldman’s advocacy for birth control drew on eugenics as a tool for working-

class resistance to capitalism through limiting the number of bodies as fodder for 

capitalist and war machines. However, as Goldman tied the control of births to 

particular constructions of unhappy, feeble, vulnerable, and unloving working-class 

homes, her politics of emotions also reaffirmed an emotional superiority to white 



middle-class homes and maternal bodies. In Goldman’s article on “The Social Aspects 

of Birth Control,” which appeared in the April 1916 issue of Mother Earth, she 

addressed an audience of middle-class intellectuals. This article is perhaps one of the 

clearest statements on Goldman’s engagement with eugenics and population 

control. Beginning her article with a concept of a “genius nature” as “the heritage of 

the race,” Goldman’s arguments must be situated in the context of intellectuals’ 

familiarity with the father of eugenics Francis Galton’s ideas on hereditary genius.74 In 

this same article, Goldman referred to Thomas Malthus and the importance of 

curbing fecundity as a pivotal moment in the legacy of birth control. She specifically 

referred to “the merits of Malthus’ contention, to wit, that the earth is not fertile or 

rich enough to supply the needs of an excessive race” (468). Goldman’s discussion of 

birth control was very much wedded to her understanding of an embodied form of 

capitalism at the level of energies, desires, and impulses. According to Goldman, 

capitalism had “an insatiable appetite” and since Malthus’s time had “grown into a 

huge insatiable monster” (468). Goldman suggested that birth control could be a 

means of working-class resistance to curb a “superfluous human mass” that serves 

the needs of “political economists, together with all the sponsors of the capitalistic 

regime, [who] are in favour of a large and excessive race” (469). However, these 

claims also ran the risk of re-entrenching class and racial hierarchies on the grounds 

of which bodies were fit to breed. In Goldman’s article, lower-class bodies take on a 

frightening display of degradation and devaluation, particularly as the “overworked 

and underfed vitality [that] cannot reproduce healthy progeny” (469). To mount 

claims for limiting working-class births, Goldman also cast working-class motherhood 

in the unfavorable light of “an indiscriminate and incessant breeding on the part of 

the overworked and underfed masses [that] has resulted in an increase of defective, 

crippled and unfortunate children” (469). To Goldman, this motherhood was 

biologically complicit in upholding capitalism through “blindly and stupidly dedicating 

its offspring to Moloch” (471). Goldman also emphasized that this project amounted 

to a “worldwide movement” that promised to “usher into the world a new kind of 

motherhood” (474). Goldman’s views on “the social aspects of birth control” 

highlight the complexities of her politics of emotions in terms of whether pleasure 

and the joys of sex were primarily directed to middle-class women and the curbing of 

fertility directed to working-class women. 

Goldman’s attention to this birth control as a worldwide movement can be 

seen as evidence of the particularly close ties between American and British sex 

radicals who situated their arguments within what historians have defined as eugenic 

morality. One of Goldman’s British mentors, Edward Carpenter, hopefully looked to a 

future healthy mother who would overturn the existing condition of “false sexual 

selection” whereby men selected females on the basis of beauty, turning women 

into what Carpenter deemed to be “an emblem of possession – a mere doll, an 

empty idol.”75 Carpenter here was largely concerned with the white middle-class 

family where “the greed of Private Property” most clearly manifested itself in sexual 



relations and emotional expression (35). Other British sex reformers such as H. G. 

Wells, Havelock Ellis, and Bertrand Russell supported eugenics, regarding their own 

efforts to reform sex as intrinsic to shaping and securing the future of white middle-

class civilization. Ellis’s eugenic views were certainly no secret. Yet Goldman 

expressed admiration for Ellis, telling him that she had “carried your ideas and your 

pleas for human rights all over the United States.”76 These transatlantic affinities 

between sex radicals situated white middle-class women’s reproductive bodies as 

sites where national boundaries collapsed in a racial mission of Anglo-Saxon 

reproduction and survival. 

Havelock Ellis specifically addressed these biological alliances in an article that 

appeared in Margaret Sanger’s American periodical, The Birth Control Review. Ellis 

here framed the problem of population in terms of “the world’s racial problem,” 

wherein a “colored military peril” presented itself as the unequal distribution of 

“colored” versus “white” population levels.77 Ellis blamed this situation on the 

“white race” insofar as “its civilization has been too materialistic” (14). To illustrate 

the urgency of such a problem, Ellis cited the numbers that one-third of white human 

beings held nine-tenths of the globe under their political control (14). Rather than 

condemn colonialism or this unequal distribution of power, Ellis instead highlighted 

the peril of such a situation for white imperial power. In this context, the appearance 

of Ellis’s article in Sanger’s Birth Control Review highlighted the politics of women’s 

bodies, the transatlantic bonds, and the biological battles that crossed national 

borders. While historians have shown that many prominent sex reformers were also 

eugenicists, I argue here that their involvement in eugenics situated sexual 

reproduction as a materialization of the circulation of an emotional economy.78 In 

other words, the births of eugenic babies came to represent the affirmation of love 

as opposed to jealousy. 

At the end of Love’s Coming-of-Age, Carpenter’s notes “On Jealousy” 

highlighted a force that moved throughout the universe, shaping bodies, 

relationships, and institutions in ways that drew connections between people 

beyond national borders. According to Carpenter, jealousy existed on a cosmic plane 

as “a great disturber of the celestial order of Love is Jealousy – that brand of physical 

passion which carried over into the emotional regions of the mind will sometimes 

rage there like a burning fire.”79 While this “‘green-eyed’ monster” seemed all the 

more insidious for its invisible and pervasive momentum, it left material tracks in the 

struggles of bohemian marriage experiments, the pursuit of material wealth, the 

dissipated energies of white middle-class husbands without the time to cultivate the 

“art of love,” and the ornamentation of wives expected to fulfill the roles of chaste 

dolls. On both sides of the Atlantic, British and American sex reformers waged a war 

on the “‘green-eyed’ monster” as they identified with similar institutions of 

capitalism, patriarchy, and sexual morality. In forging alliances, British and American 

sex reformers highlighted the biological values binding English-speaking countries 

and “white races” joined in their affective condition of devitalized energies, little 



“instinctive happiness,” and loss of sexual vitality. While many historians have noted 

these concerns over energies in this period, particularly in the diagnosis of 

neurasthenia, these concerns were also tied to a particular emotional economy, 

which, sex reformers claimed, circulated and produced jealousy as integral to the 

possessive investments in the bodies of women and the accumulation of material 

wealth. 

 

Conclusion 

By the time Goldman issued her warning of the “‘green-eyed’ monster” in 1912, she 

had already established connections among white middle-class bohemians in 

Greenwich Village. As she broadened her anarchism beyond the circles of the 

immigrant and working poor, Goldman drew attention to what happened to white 

middle-class bodies under dominant sexual and economic norms. Goldman’s “‘green-

eyed’ monster” blurred the lines between white middle-class bodies and white 

middle-class social and political institutions that upheld Victorian sexual and capitalist 

morality. In Goldman’s talk, bodies were constituted by values and institutions that 

highlighted the “‘green-eyed’ monster” as the offspring of the white middle class. As 

Goldman and her fellow Greenwich Villagers experimented with marriage and 

attacked capitalism, they suggested that the white middle class was harmed by the 

“‘green-eyed’ monster” yet continued to feed it insofar as they continued to 

perpetuate investments in sexual and economic property. 

On both sides of the Atlantic, sex reformers’ struggles to keep the monster at 

bay exemplified their ambivalent position of being shaped by dominant capitalist and 

sexual norms while trying to invent new ethical codes. In other words, they were in 

the difficult position of trying to attack the monster while still being in its clutches. 

Goldman maintained that this monster was produced by “legal, religious, and moral 

interference [which] are the parents of our present unnatural love and sex life and 

out of it jealousy grown.”80 According to Goldman, jealousy had been taught through 

the ages, passed down by generations as “the legitimate weapon of defense, for the 

protection of property right” (4). Those who were, therefore, most responsible for 

jealousy were property holders with families reflecting the sexual and economic 

gender roles of the middle and upper classes. In Goldman’s view, jealousy had both a 

gendered and capitalist manifestation in the “conceit of the male” as the 

breadwinner and the “envy of the female” as the ornament of the household (4). 

These households, men, women, and commodities were the outward material signs 

of jealousy made visible across national borders, connecting white middle-class 

bodies in biological and economic kinship. 

As American and British sex reformers circulated common works, exchanged 

information, attended similar gatherings, and engaged in similar experiments with 

marriage, they situated their radical politics within an imagined emotional economy 

of the world. At a time of rapid American economic and imperial expansion, both 



British and American sex reformers identified the United States as an extreme case 

of materialism, the rapid pace of modernity, the exhaustion of white middle-class 

energies, and the puritanism of bourgeois sexual norms that exalted chasteness and 

passionlessness in the wife and self-control in the husband. Yet, despite this seeming 

American exceptionalism, American and British sex reformers acknowledged a 

particularly close kinship in similar social, political, and economic institutions that 

reflected their entangled national and imperial histories. In this period, sex 

reformers’ campaigns against jealousy highlighted the emotional bonds and shared 

investments of white middle-class bodies in Britain and the United States as jointly 

suffering under capitalism and patriarchy. What sex reformers highlighted as a 

problem of jealousy remapped communities across national boundaries by 

identifying a particular emotional constitution of white middle-class bodies, similarly 

engaged in upholding dominant Western liberal capitalist institutions of work and 

family. While sex reformers’ campaigns were undoubtedly important in this period 

for their affirmation of sexual instincts as integral to “civilization,” their attention to 

jealousy as a particular emotional ordering of the world intensified the intimacies 

between Britain and the United States. These Anglo-transatlantic intimacies were 

shaped at the level of imagined biological ties between white middle-class citizens 

who felt the effects of similar institutions in the form of their irresistible possessive 

impulses toward acquiring, protecting, and controlling property in the form of both 

people and things. What Goldman identified as the “‘green-eyed’ monster” gave a 

mythic form to an enemy that sex reformers on both sides of the Atlantic looked to 

purge from their familial, economic, and political practices. This war against jealousy 

exemplifies sex reformers’ historical significance as part of a vanguard that not only 

radically contested existing sexual morality but also contributed to new ways of 

understanding nations and world politics as circuits, distributions, and flows of 

energies that underpinned the global movements of bodies and commodities. 
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